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Abstract 

Emperor Rudolf II, who in a 17th century letter is stated to have bought the codex for 600
ducats, is regarded as the first owner of the Voynich manuscript, though further evidence is
missing. Due to the large amount of money involved, it is safe to assume that some written
notes must have been taken for accounting purposes by the imperial authorities. This study
therefore  considers  the  different  ways  this  transaction  could  have  been  executed  by  the
imperial  administration.  It  also explores where such  an expensive book could  have been
stored – most probably in the Kunstkammer, the Emperor’s personal collection of rare and
precious  things.  In  the  period  of  Rudolf’s  reign,  from  1576  to  1612,  a  total  of  126
transactions of books could be found from analysing approximately 6900 journal entries. A
transaction in  1599, involving a small  number of alchemical  manuscripts  bought for 600
florin from the Augsburg physician Carl Widemann, seems to present a way in which the
Voynich manuscript could have got into the Emperor’s collection. Additionally, Widemann’s
friendship with the botanist and Orient traveller Leonhard Rauwolf sheds possible light on
how he could have acquired the manuscript, if he was indeed the owner.
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1. Introduction

The medieval codex we know as the Voynich manuscript is by far one of the most discussed and
researched manuscripts in the world. However, it is surprising that most of the research thus far has
explored its undoubtedly enigmatic writing system and the similarly mysterious illustrations, while
archival research on its early ownership has only been carried out by a few researchers.[1] Provenance
research started with the antique book dealer Voynich himself, whose claim that the alchemist John
Dee  (1527–1608/09)  sold the book to  Emperor  Rudolf  II  was  solely  based  on a  letter  he  found
together with the manuscript [2]: Bohemian physician Johannes Marcus Marci von Kronland (1595–
1667) wrote to the then-famous scholar Athanasius Kircher (1602–1680) in Rome, stating that the
manuscript he had inherited from a friend had been bought by Emperor Rudolf II for 600 ducats  – an
enormous sum of money. While Voynich’s Dee thesis was lacking any firm evidence and soon was
dismissed, the precise amount of money given in the detailed letter suggests that a book transaction
really  could  have  taken  place  and  must  have  left  traces  in  the  fairly  well-organized  imperial
administration. 

2. Could Rudolf II have owned the manuscript?

Without any doubt the codex we know today as the Voynich manuscript, would have fit perfectly in
the  collection  of  Emperor  Rudolf  II  (1552–1612),  whose  interest  in  rare,  obscure  and  precious
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artifacts  was  well-known.  But  where  could  it  have  been  stored?  The  first  option  could  be  the
Kaiserliche Hofbibliothek (Imperial Court Library) in Vienna. We know that the imperial librarian
Hugo Blotius (1533–1608) was given a budget of 1000 fl. in 1576 for three years (with a budget of
200  fl.  per  year  for  acquisitions):  a  600  fl.  acquisition  would  therefore  have  been  too  high  an
expenditure. [3] Neither his manuscript inventory of 1597, nor his successor Sebastian Tengnagel’s
catalogue  of  1609/19,  contains  any  book  records  that  match  the  description  of  the  Voynich
manuscript.[4] In addition, a book that cannot be read and therefore has no utilitarian purpose would
not be a logical addition to the public library collection.

 The second option to consider is the Emperor’s personal library. After changing his permanent
residence from Vienna to Prague in 1583, thus leaving the Imperial Court Library behind, he set up a
new library at the Hradschin, based on a small book collection that was already there, combined with
some volumes he brought with him from Vienna.[5] Little is known about this library. A visitor in
1612 mentions the  Keysers Hoffbibliothek and a separate  Bibliothecarius Martin von Hasdale  (c.
1570–1630),[6] which gives an impression of size. Rudolf occasionally ordered the transport of some
of the books stored in Vienna (mostly of an alchemical nature) to Prague, to include them in his
personal library.[7] Some of the library’s manuscripts that we know of were rebound in a precious
manner, bearing the Emperor’s coat of arms, but most of the codices kept their original bindings.
Despite having its own librarian, the Prague library must have been small enough that the books did
not receive any shelf marks, and there is  no evidence that a catalogue was commissioned by the
Emperor.[8] Towards the end of the Thirty Years’ War, Swedish troops looted the library in 1648,
which at this time included a huge number of 10–11000 volumes from the Rosenberg library – the
largest  private  book  collection  in  Bohemia.  Everything  was  transported  in  thirty  large  crates  to
Stockholm.[9] The Royal Swedish librarian Isaac Vossius (1618–1689) was commissioned to take
care of the books. His special inventory of the alchemical books in the collection lists 129 codices, so
we can estimate that most of Rudolf’s Alchemica were preserved and are now stored in the Leiden
University library.[10] However, some of the Emperor’s private books were looted by others, and
soldiers may have sold a few codices on their way back home, so manuscripts from the Prague court
library can be found today  in  several  libraries.[11]  As  the whole  Swedish manuscript  collection,
including all looted goods, accounted for only 953 books, Rudolf’s private Prague collection probably
did not exceed a couple of hundred codices, especially since the majority of the manuscripts would
have  originated  from  the  Rosenberg  library  provenance.[12]  Swedish  court  member  Alexander
Erskein (1598–1656), who was actively involved in the lootings, managed to gain possession of a
contemporaneous library catalogue (Pragensis Arcis librorum Catalogus 1636) which was probably
made after Rudolf’s death as a part of the documentation of his personal property. Unfortunately, any
trace  of  this  catalogue,  mentioned in  Erskein’s  private  library  catalogue  of  1648,  has  been  lost,
although it probably would not have contained a record of the Voynich manuscript any longer, if it
was written in 1636 and not based on an older inventory.[13] 

The last place where the manuscript might have been stored is the famous Kunstkammer, Rudolf’s
private  collection  of  precious,  curious  and  rare  objects  from  all  around  the  globe.[14]  Royal
antiquarian Daniel  Fröschl  compiled a complete  inventory from 1606 to 1611,  now preserved in
Vaduz,  Liechtenstein.  Roughly  250 volumes  of  books  can  be  counted,  a  lot  of  them containing
drawings and etchings of remarkable landscapes, buildings, cities, animals and plants, together with
some liturgical books and a few exotic codices like palm leaf manuscripts. No description matches the
Voynich manuscript, although not all volumes are described in detail.[15] The books were stored in
six crates – a rather unusual and outdated way at the turn of the 17 th century and evidence that they
were not used very often. A more detailed inventory of Rudolf’s personal property (including the
Kunstkammer and his private library) was compiled shortly after his death in 1612, but unfortunately
a copy has not yet been discovered.[16] Later inventories from 1619 and 1621 do not contain any
more  information  for  our  case,  although  the  books  are  now  stored  in  cabinets.[17]  Physically
separating aesthetic objects from functional books, for example those with an alchemical context, was
common during this time,[18] therefore if Rudolf did in fact own the manuscript, the Kunstkammer
was certainly the place where it would have been stored. 



3. Verehrungen, inheritances and other book acquisitions

To understand where to look for transaction details, it is necessary to know how payments for any
works  of  art,  including  books,  were  executed  in  the  16th and  17th century.  The  well-organized
Hofkammer (Imperial  Court  Chamber),  as  the  central  registry  office,  was  involved in  almost  all
imperial transactions.[19] Additionally, the local Hofzahlamt had a budget to pay for the expenses of
everything related to the court itself, mostly for the imperial employees, but occasionally they also
paid for some of  the  Emperor’s  artworks.  Their  accounting books are  preserved for  the  reign of
Rudolf  (with  just  the  years  1578–1580  missing).[20]  Furthermore,  another  office,  the  Geheime
Kammer, had a budget for the Emperor’s personal expenses, for example for numerous presents. Their
accounting books (Geheime Kammerzahlamtsbücher) were examined in a 1932 publication by art
historian Julius Fleischer, who found them of little value in terms of mentioning artwork transactions.
[21] They have not been located since, although Rudolf apparently did not use this office for his
numerous art acquisitions, including books – in contrast to his successors.[22]

With luck, the Hofkammer’s journal books containing all  outgoing letters and imperial orders,
together  with  a  register  of  every  piece  that  arrived  at  their  office,  have  been  preserved  for  the
timeframe of Rudolf’s reign.[23] As part of a research project by the Austrian Academy of Science in
the 1990s, these account books were edited for all art related entries from 1576 to 1612, so every book
transaction where the Hofkammer was involved is accounted for.[24] Furthermore, similar edition
projects  on  other  archival  sources,  which  contain  information  on  Rudolf’s  art  acquisitions,  were
carried out as early as the late 19th century, so in total circa 6900 art history related letters and account
journal entries have been analyzed for this paper, complemented by selected archival sources and
literature.[25]

In total 126 book transactions of Rudolf II, during his reign from 1576 to 1612, could be identified.
Any kind of printed or handwritten book was included in this study, although it is sometimes unclear
how voluminous the mentioned manuscripts or printed books were. Excluded from the analysis were
musical manuscripts and newspapers. Most of the book transactions were gifts to the Emperor, who
often gave a small amount of money in return. In these so-called Verehrungen (salutations), Rudolf
obviously had no influence on the topic of the books, so these manuscripts and printed books are quite
diverse in content. Most of them went directly to the Imperial Court Library in Vienna, and many of
them are still preserved at the Austrian National Library.

Looking at all the transactions, it becomes clear that Rudolf was not an avid book collector. Not
only because he left the Court Library in Vienna while moving to Prague, but also based on the fact
that, over his 36 year-long reign, he initiated very few acquisitions of books: in 1576 he purchased six
unspecified books from the court antiquarian Jacopo Strada (1515–1588) for 600 thaler (=720 fl.), but
other files also mention  etliche vom ime genomene alte buecher (a lot of old books), so this was
probably a small book collection.[26] In 1578, he closed a big acquisition deal with the historian Dr
Johannes Sambucus (1532–1584) of about 530 Greek manuscripts and a statue, however this was
initiated by his predecessor Emperor Maximilian II. The amount of 4590 fl. (or 2550 ducats) was
incredibly high, and we know of a letter where Rudolf nags about payment reminders, and Sambucus
would have hardly found someone other than Rudolf who was willing to pay such a high amount of
money for this collection.[27] An admirer of the already-famous painter Albrecht Dürer, he purchased
a volume of the artist’s drawings for a couple hundred florin.[28] In 1593 the files report a transaction
where Augsburg goldsmith Bartholomäus Lotter received 583 fl. 22 kr. for some unspecified maps.
[29] In the  same year,  the  Emperor  paid 310 thaler  for  four  illuminated herbaria  by the famous
physician and traveller Dr Leonhard Rauwolf (1535?–1596), now preserved in Leiden.[30]

In only two cases, Rudolf bought books from a professional book dealer: in 1608, he purchased an
illuminated map (Theatrum Ortelii) from the art dealer Jacob Pross for 46 fl. 40 kr., and some years
earlier in 1599, he acquired a small book manuscript collection for 500 thaler from the Augsburg
physician and manuscript dealer Carl Widemann. The Widemann acquisition is worth taking a closer
look at, since 500 thaler is the equivalent of 600 fl.: the sum mentioned in the Marci letter.  It is
unlikely that the manuscript was bought with gold ducats as the letter literally says, however, since



the imperial account books show that nearly everything was paid for in gold florin, using mostly
Rhenisch guilders (Rheinischer Goldgulden, fl.) or Thaler (thl).

4. A barrel of rare books

As  was  usual  with  acquisitions  which  could  not  be  carried  out  locally,  the  Emperor  would
commission  someone to  make the  transaction,  in  this  case  his  close  friend  Reichspfennigmeister
Zacharias  Geizkofler,  a  court  member  responsible  for  the  state  finances.  Although  the  archival
material of Geizkofler’s office in Augsburg was probably destroyed in the Thirty Years’ War, luckily
some copies were preserved in the personal archive of his family, now located in the Ludwigsburg
state archive.[31] Together with some new archival findings in the Finanz- und Hofkammerarchiv in
Vienna, the Wiedemann-Rudolf transactions can be reconstructed: 

In 1597 Rudolf  commissioned Geizkofler  to buy a  Khunstbuech from an unspecified seller  in
Augsburg for 100 fl.,[32] a rather high price for a single manuscript if we look at Rudolf’s list of
acquisitions. The term  Kunstbuch was usually given to interesting books about medicine, alchemy,
mining and astronomy, among other crafts. The Emperor obviously liked the manuscript as he agreed
to another transaction. This must have taken place in late 1598 or early 1599, since Geizkofler asked
the Hofkammer in February 1599 for payment instructions for 500 taller umb püecher (500 thaler for
books).[33].  Their journal books reveal that the Augsburg physician and former alchemist Dr Carl
Widemann was the seller.[34]

Geizkofler could now pay Widemann, but in florin instead of thaler – so with the usual exchange
rate  he  was  paid  600  fl.  as  can  be  seen  from  the  yearly  account  books  of  Geizkofler’s
Reichspfennigmeisteramt in Augsburg.[35] These account books had an appendix containing detailed
descriptions of all transactions, but neither the draft version in Geizkofler’s family archive, nor the
final volume sent to the Hofkammer (which is now preserved at Stadtarchiv Augsburg), have further
supplements.[36] The most detailed account of what was bought in the 600 fl. deal comes from a later
journal entry of the Hofkammer’s clerk regarding the 24 fl. transport costs for this deal: ain väßl mitt
allerlai  selzamen büchern (a small  barrel  with a couple of remarkable/rare books).  Unlike today,
wooden  barrels  were  used  as  a  common  way  to  transport  books  safely.[37]  Unfortunately,  no
Passbrief – a kind of passport used to transport goods on behalf of the Emperor – or any other file
regarding this transaction has yet been found.[38] The manuscripts that Widemann was selling appear
to have been  greatly  favourable  with the  Emperor,  as  immediately  after  the  purchase  he  bought
another three kunstpuecher from him for 60 fl.[39] Other than these three purchases (the first one is
certainly  from Widemann),  no  other  transactions  with  the  Augsburg  manuscript  dealer  could  be
found. 

5. Widemann’s books

The separation of all Alchemica from the looted collections by the Swedish librarian Vossius allows
us to identify which books were in the small barrel that was transported from Augsburg to Prague in
1599. Due to Widemann’s distinguishable handwriting, five quarto volumes from Rudolf’s former
private library can be attributed to the three book transactions detailed above.[40] Furthermore, a
small  paper  manuscript  of  the  Augsburg  physician’s  very  own  alchemical  experiments  at  the
Rosenberg estate in Wittingau/Třeboň in 1587/88 is now preserved at the Strahov monastery library,
but bears a former shelf mark from the library of the Order of the Red Star in Prague.[41] Another
volume from Widemann came via  the  library of  the  Bohemian  Hofkanzlei (court  chancellery)  in
Prague to the Austrian National Library in Vienna. Both codices are evidence that the Emperor’s
former library had already been partially scattered before the Swedes looted the rest in 1648.[42]  

Widemann  (1555–1637)  was  an  avid  manuscript  collector  and  copyist  throughout  his  life,
especially of Paracelsian literature.[43] His library contained circa 1000 volumes – one of the biggest
of its kind in Germany. Although his main occupation was the city physician of Augsburg, he always
tried to sell manuscripts from his collection to several sovereigns: Bavarian Duke Maximilian (1609)
[44],  King James I  of  England (1619)[45],  Duke August  of  Braunschweig-Lüneburg (1620s)[46],



Philipp IV of Spain (1624)[47], Sigismund III  of  Poland (1628/32)[48], and Christina of Sweden
(1634)[49], among probably many others. A letter from 1621 reports that Widemann had some secret
and encrypted manuscripts (allerhand ghayme schrifften, auch etwas steganographisch) but that he
was an expensive seller – both these details would support the 600 fl. transaction.[50] Unfortunately,
there is no remaining trace of what happened to his impressive manuscript collection after his death; it
was probably destroyed during the war in Augsburg, if not still preserved in a private library today.

Most of Rudolf’s correspondence of the time regarding the Widemann transaction was also lost to
the  Thirty  Years’  War.  Among a  lot  of  other  archival  material,  seventeen  big  folio  volumes  of
incoming letters from 1567 to 1600 (which would have included the manuscript dealer’s offers) were
looted by the Swedish troops in 1648, however the whole archival repository was destroyed in the
Stockholm Palace Fire of 1697.[51] The few remaining letters of Rudolf in Vienna do not contain any
correspondence with Widemann.[52]

But where could the Augsburg city physician have gotten hold of such a codex like the Voynich
manuscript? If it was not one of the manuscripts he had purchased or acquired from his wide network
of correspondence partners[53], he could have inherited it from his father Georg or Jörg Widemann
(c.  1520–1581/82),  who was a barber surgeon (Bader),  and later  a city  servant  and innkeeper in
Munich, and probably had some interest in botanical-medical manuscripts on account of his trade.
Intriguingly, Widemann lived in Augsburg in the house of his predecessor, the former city physician,
botanist and famous orient traveller Dr Leonhard Rauwolf (1536–1596), who was forced to leave the
city for Linz in 1588, but kept the house.[54] After his widow’s death in 1597, their Augsburg house
with all their belongings was sold.[55] However, since the first book deal with the Emperor took place
the same year, it is quite possible that Widemann, who was a close friend or even relative of the
Rauwolf family[56], was commissioned by his heirs to sell some of Leonhard Rauwolf’s books – after
all  he  was  one  of  Augsburg  most  prolific  manuscript  dealers.  This  claim  is  supported  by  a
contemporaneous remark in a 1531 book, reporting that some of Rauwolf’s books were sold after his
death.[57] Despite comprehensive research, the list of Rauwolf’s books is missing from the files of
the detailed Verlassenschaftsabhandlung (death and estate inventory) by the Linz city officials.[58] If
he did not acquire it out of interest, Rauwolf’s notability for any herbal subjects, especially after a
bestseller  book  publication  about  his  travels  to  the  Near  East,  would  have  made  him  a  perfect
candidate for someone to offer him the Voynich manuscript – which, almost 100 years later, is how it
came into the hands of Kircher. 

6. Conclusion

The comprehensive archival situation in regards to the Hofkammer files let us assume that the vast
majority  of  book  transactions  during  the  reign  of  Rudolf  II  has  been  covered  by  this  study.  In
comparison to all other acquisitions, the amount of 600 fl. for a single book appears to be far too
expensive, especially if we consider that Rudolf paid only a couple of hundred florin for a much
sought-after Dürer volume he greatly admired, or if we recall the 370 fl. he paid for four precious
illuminated Rauwolf herbaria.  As another  contemporaneous reference,  the whole  library of  Swiss
scholar Theodor Beza changed ownership in 1598 for 600 fl.[59] Therefore the sum stated in the
Marci letter would fit as a price for a small collection of rather precious manuscripts,  like in the
Widemann transaction. Missing shelf marks or evidence of a former imperial rebinding also do not
rule out the possibility that the manuscript was part of Rudolf’s private library, as other books from
his collection show. 

Because Widemann was an avid correspondence partner,  further research in this matter should
focus  on  his  preserved  letters,  which  could  mention  his  spectacular  book  transaction  with  the
Emperor. The 600 fl. income doubled his net worth as the Augsburg tax registers reveal – certainly,
he must have reported his exciting business deal with the Emperor to fellow peers.[60] There is also a
chance that the enormous 30 million files preserved in the Finanz- und Hofkammerarchiv in Vienna
could contain some clerk’s remarks on the transactions with Widemann. They also seem to be rather
important for the Hofkammer, since they copied the Emperor’s written order in this matter in their
Gedenkbücher (memorial books) of significant letters in 1599.[61] 
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